NodeBitsDAO

VISION PAPER
FRACTIONAL PASSIVE REWARDS
Experience the passive crypto reward benefits of running
Web3 nodes without the complexity or hassle involved
with the management of servers and nodes.

nodebitsdao.com
twitter.com/bits_dao
medium.com/@NodeBitsDAO
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Overview
We are excited to announce the launch of the NodeBitsDAO platform. Purchase ‘NodeBits’
($NodeBitsDAO tokens) to participate in the NodeBitsDAO and earn fractional passive rewards
from a growing farm of Web3 nodes. Refer users to the platform to earn additional NodeBits.

About
NodeBitsDAO gives participants the passive
crypto reward benefits of running Web3 nodes
without the complexity or hassle involved with
the management of servers and nodes. Our DAO
is hosted on the DAODAO platform running on the
DESO blockchain. DAODAO’s fully on-chain social
and governance features provides NodeBitsDAO an
interactive DAO experience unique to the passive
crypto rewards space. By pooling resources into
the DAO, NodeBits holders are able to realize the
benefits of running Web3 nodes with a lower barrier
to entry than otherwise possible. NodeBitsDAO
owns and operates Web3 nodes providing a stream
of crypto rewards to be airdropped to NodeBits
holders monthly. As the DAO funding goals are
reached additional Web3 nodes will be added,
increasing the pool of available rewards for hodlers.

Mission
Our goal is to provide NodeBits holders with a stream of simplified, diversified, sustainable
passive crypto rewards by running a Web3 node farm. NodeBitsDAO aims to offer a best-inclass fractional node service operating with a high degree of transparency, trust, security and
community interaction.
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How it Works
•

NodeBitsDAO core team maintains a farm of Web3 nodes (currently 19 Presearch nodes and
1 Flux node)

•

Participants purchase NodeBits ($NodeBitsDAO tokens) in funding rounds to help grow the
NodeBitsDAO Web3 node farm. There is a new NodeBitsDAO funding round conducted on
DAODAO every month.

•

Deposits are accepted in $BTC, $ETH, $SOL and $DESO. $USDC and $DOGE deposits are
coming soon.

•

Once per month rewards from NodeBitsDAO Web3 nodes (minus the monthly node hosting
costs) are airdropped to NodeBits holders in the form of $DESO tokens.

•

There is a monthly community governance proposal to allow NodeBits holders to vote for
the node protocol that will be selected for the following month’s funding round.

•

10% of NodeBits minted in each funding round goes to the NodeBitsDAO core team for node
installation, maintenance and project administration.

•

NodeBit holders receive 3% of the tokens minted whenever their referral link is used to
purchase NodeBits during NodeBitsDAO funding rounds.
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Incentivizing NodeBitsDAO Node Farm Growth
•

The structure we have designed incentivizes existing NodeBitsDAO participants to re-invest
some of their rewards to keep the NodeBitsDAO node farm growing.

•

We grow the NodeBitsDAO node farm exclusively through funding rounds on our our
DAODAO dao. Funds committed through each round go directly towards adding more nodes
to the NodeBitsDAO node farm.

•

Since the only way new $NodeBitsDAO tokens are generated is through DAO funding
rounds, existing holders have a natural incentive to re-invest some of the rewards they
have received into new funding rounds and support further growth of the project.

•

If an existing participant does not re-invest some of the rewards they have received into a
new funding round, they then run the risk of potentially allowing new entrants to dilute their
existing stake in the NodeBitsDAO node farm, assuming the funding round passes and more
$NodeBitsDAO tokens are minted.

•

The flip side of this equation is that it also gives NodeBitsDAO participants the power to
dictate what nodes and node protocols are added to the farm and control over when the
supply of $NodeBitsDAO tokens will expand. Adding a node or node protocol to the farm
and expanding the $NodeBitsDAO supply requires the direct consent and support of
NodeBitsDAO participants.

•

Making sure the NodeBitsDAO node farm continues to grow will help us add a variety of
Web3 nodes to our node farm, increasing the level of diversification within our stable of
node protocols and assisting with our long term sustainability as a project.
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Team Incentive Structure
•

An important element for NodeBitsDAO is designing a structure that incentives the core
NodeBitsDAO team to work towards the long-term success of the DAO and its holders.

•

The team receives 10% of tokens minted during NodeBitsDAO funding rounds in order to
direct and administer the project. The team is also able to contribute to funding rounds
directly to support the project and increase their stake in the DAO.

NodeBitsDAO team commits to:
•

Have a minimum 1-year vesting period on any $NodeBitsDAO tokens acquired by team
members during NodeBitsDAO funding rounds before those tokens are available to be sold
on secondary markets.

•

Team will acquire tokens exclusively through NodeBitsDAO funding rounds and will not
purchase $NodeBitsDAO tokens on secondary markets.

Since the team is able to earn and sell the $DESO rewards received from holding $NodeBitsDAO
tokens, but not the tokens themselves (until the vesting period is reached), team members are
incentivized to work towards maximizing the $DESO rewards generated by the $NodeBitsDAO
Web3 node farm.
Since the team is only able to increase their stake in the DAO through successful funding
rounds, the team is incentivized to work towards submitting funding rounds that are a high
value add for current and future holders and therefore have a high likelihood of being passed
and successfully funded.
Restrictions on the purchase and selling of $NodeBitsDAO tokens by core team on secondary
markets helps communicate clearly to $NodeBitsDAO participants team’s intention to not
engage in or create incentives for team to engage in manipulation of $NodeBitsDAO token price
on secondary markets.
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NodeBitsDAO Reward Distributions
•

In order to reduce gas fees and maximize the rewards received by holders, reward
distributions to $NodeBitsDAO holders will occur at most once per month.

•

Every month the NodeBitsDAO core team collects the rewards generated by the
NodeBitsDAO Web3 node farm.

•

Rewards are first used to pay for the monthly NodeBitsDAO node farm hosting costs.

•

Rewards generated in excess of the NodeBitsDAO monthly node farm hosting costs are
airdropped to $NodeBitsDAO holders through DAODAO in the form of $DESO tokens.

•

The size of the reward is dependent on the amount of $NodeBitsDAO being held by the
participant at the time of the distribution. For example if you hold 1% of the $NodeBitsDAO
supply you would be eligible to receive 1% of that month’s reward distribution.

•

NodeBitsDAO has established a contingency fund of 3 times the total monthly node farm
hosting costs to cover periods when the monthly node farm hosting costs exceed the
monthly node farm rewards.

•

If the contingency fund drops below 3 times the total NodeBitsDAO monthly node farm
hosting costs, NodeBitsDAO reward distributions will be paused and further monthly node
farm rewards in excess of costs will first be used to top-up the contingency fund before
NodeBitsDAO reward distributions are resumed.

•

Each month directly after the NodeBitsDAO reward distribution there is:

•

A new 30 day funding round to fund the next node/node protocol to be added to the
NodeBitsDAO node farm.

•

A new community governance vote to determine the node/node protocol to be selected for
the subsequent month’s funding round.
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What makes NodeBitsDAO different than other ‘NaaS’ (Node
as-a Service) type offerings?
•

NodeBitsDAO is managed transparently through a fully on-chain DAO (powered by DAODAO)
where NodeBits holders are able to vote on the direction of the project.

•

NodeBitsDAO core team is fully doxxed.

•

NodeBitsDAO is only investing in real Web3 nodes that provide real world utility such as
Presearch, Flux, Constellation, StorX etc.

•

Rewards are airdropped in a sustainable way that is not reliant on ‘ponzinomics’ with no
unsustainable APR promises.

•

Rewards are airdropped in the form of $DESO tokens and do not create sell pressure on our
native token

•

NodeBitsDAO launched with nodes already in place gifted to the DAO by our founder.

•

In most ‘NaaS’ type projects your funds are permanently locked into an untradeable ‘node’
or an NFT that can be traded but not broken up into smaller pieces. Nodebits holders are
able to easily increase or decrease their position in a granular fashion by buying or selling
NodeBits.
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Is NodeBitsDAO a pyramid or ponzi scheme?
•

No. In a pyramid or ponzi scheme money from new entrants is required to pay existing
holders. This is not how NodeBitsDAO functions.

•

Before a single NodeBitsDAO token was minted we already had a Web3 node farm with
nodes generating revenues greater than their costs.

•

The only way $NodeBitsDAO tokens are minted is when they are purchased through our
DAO funding rounds.

•

When $NodeBitsDAO tokens are minted the funds raised go directly to increasing the
amount of Web3 nodes in our node farm.

•

As long as those nodes continue to produce revenues greater than their costs there will
always be rewards available to airdrop to NodeBits holders.

•

Therefore we do not require funds from new entrants to pay existing holders.

•

Potential Risks: it is possible that $NodeBitsDAO rewards could dissipate entirely for a given
month if the hosting costs for the node farm exceed the rewards produced by NodeBitsDAO
nodes for that month.

•

An extended period where NodeBitsDAO node farm costs exceed node farm rewards could
threaten the viability of the node farm.

•

In order to mitigate this potential risk NodeBitsDAO:

•

Focuses on node protocols with real world utility such as Presearch, Flux, and Constellation.

•

Uses a portion of the amounts raised from DAO funding rounds to establish a contingency
fund of 3 times the monthly node farm hosting costs. This fund is used to cover instances
when the monthly node hosting costs exceed the monthly node rewards.

•

When the node farm contingency fund drop below 3 times the monthly node farm hosting
costs, reward distributions will be paused and node rewards in excess of monthly node
hosting costs will first be used to top-up the contingency fund until it is back to a level that
is 3 times the monthly farm hosting costs before resuming reward distributions to NodeBits
holders.
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The Team

Mathew Safford

Teresa Safford

Jon May

NodeRunner

NodeDefender

NodeBooster

Founder CEO/CTO. Runs and

Operations. Keeps everyting safe.

Design and Marketing. Makes things

maintains all Nodes.

shiny.

DISCLAIMER: The information in this document does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other advice.
This document does not consider your particular financial objectives, financial situation, or needs and is not intended to be construed as a
recommendation. NodeBitsDAO cannot guarantee any returns or price action subject to overall market movements. NodeBitsDAO accepts no liability
for damages, whether consequential or indirect, of any kind arising from the use, reference, or reliance on the contents of this document. Please
conduct your due diligence and participate wisely.
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